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Passing Pattern to Increase Mobility off the ball
Theme

NOTES
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Step 1, A, passes to B and then checks to receive the ball back. A receives the ball from B then
plays it back and checks outside the cone on their right. Player B plays player A, who has checked
outside the cones. Player A, then plays in to player A2 who plays player B who is checking to the
ball. Step 2, We add a second runner to the movement. To start the movement player C will run
out wide after A, plays the ball to B. B goes out wide like normal then plays the ball across to C
who then plays the ball to B. B then plays the ball into the waiting A player and then checks
around the waiting A players to the other side of the cones and receives a pass from A and then
plays the player who just checked across.
CP- Fast accurate passing with quick movement off the ball, You have to check to the ball with
speed and angles like you would in a game. When you are wide, use outside foot to play into the
waiting player first time. Time your runs so that you use the cones as offside line
Players make a circle with 6 players in the middle with 2 green, 2 red and 2 white. 6 players on the
outside of the circle. number the players in the middle of the square so that Greens=1, Red=2,
and White=3.
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Outside players play 1 (green), Green play 2 (red), Red play 3 (white), White play to the open
outside player.
Coaching Points
Make sure you first touch is away from pressure and into space
Put enough pace on the ball to get through traffic but also slow enough to be received well.
Movement off the ball has to be in order to help the player who has the ball
players play 4v4 with 2 target players for each team on the sides of the box 35x35. Each team is
playing in opposite directions. When players win the ball they should find targets asap, if a player
finds the target they must switch to become the target quickly.
Team aim is to play the ball from target player to target player, they must play through the middle
and not play long.
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Coaching Points
same as above
focus on taking a first touch close to your body to set up a quick pass

Four goals, Players are put into 3 teams of 4v4 with one waiting. The coaches can move the goals
at any time during the game to any position on the outside lines of the pitch. The players must
constantly scan the area to be aware of the position of their goals to defend and their goals to
attack. Teams play for 3min and winners stay on, games should be high paced with good
intensity.
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Coaching Points:
• Keep looking for the position of the goals and make quick decisions accordingly, particularly
during transition from attack to defence.
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